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Flowers and 25-year-old student veteran Derek Bute's jacket have been placed at the Huff Street
train crossing to honor his memory after he was fatally hit by a train Sunday, Jan. 17.
JACOB STRIKER

Police, railway investigate tragedy

Winona police respond to an accident that occurred early Sunday morning on the Huff Street train
crossing. The incident resulted in the death of 25-year-old Winona State student veteran Derek Bute.

L

ast Sunday morning a Winona State
University student was struck and killed by a
moving train while attempting to cross the tracks.
Winona State identified the student as 25-yearold Derek Bute.
The tragic accident devastated the community,
as students offered their support and memories
of the student veteran. Canadian Pacific Railway
spokesman Andy Cummings said, "Our thoughts
go out to the family."
Canadian Pacific said the accident happened
at the Huff Street intersection at approximately
1:30 a.m. The train was headed toward Chicago.
Although the train crew sounded the horn in
warning, contact was still made with Bute.
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Canadian Pacific is working in conjunction
with Winona Police to investigate the accident,
according to the railway company
Police arrived at the scene shortly after the
accident, and Bute was taken by ambulance to
Winona Health, where he was later pronounced
dead.
The Winona Police Department has made no
further comments regarding the accident.
Derek Dravis, a Winona State student, was
in the parking lot of Sheehan Hall when the
accident took place.
"Me and my friends were coming back from
a bowling event we attended," Dravis said. "We
were sitting in the car and happened to see the

JACOB STRIKER

news reporter
jstriker14@winona. edu

train starting to slow down.
Dravis said he and his friends drove over the
tracks nearly a minute before the train went past.
"We were all very shaken Saturday night,
and we didn't get much sleep. We spent the
majority of the night up talking about what had
happened." Dravis said.
Winona State has been offering 24/7 counseling
and grief support to anyone who may need the
services.

BY CHENEY MASON

news reporter
cmasonl4@winona.edu

Accident exemplifies pedestrian tunnels goal
T

he second and final stage of
Winona State University's
pedestrian tunnels should begin
around April of this year, weather
permitting
This last fall the concrete culverts
were placed underneath the tracks,
so all that has to be completed are
steps, ramps, security cameras and
other finishing touches.
Around 1:30 a.m. on Sunday,
Jan. 17, Derek Bute, a 25-year-old
exercise science student, fell on the
train tracks intersection Huff Street
and was fatally struck by a passing
train. Bute was set to graduate in
May.
The loss of Bute this past week
has brought new attention by local
media, Winona State and the Win
ona communities to the pedestrian
tunnels that are in the process of
being built below the tracks near
Huff Street and Main Street.
"The building process has not
changed pace since last weeks
incidents, but incidents such as this
do make it known whether changes
might be made during production,"
Mike Pieper, Winona States as
sistant vice president for facilities
said.
In the past, train and pedestrian
safety has been a large concern
for Winona State. The community
sends out occasional messages,
reminding students about train
and traffic safety. Winona residents
have been known to call or message
the university on what pedestrians

might be up to, whether they are
being safe with traffic or not, Wino
na States dean of students Karen
Johnson said.
Incidents such as Bute's have
happened in the past, which is what
initially brought up the idea of the
underground tunnels beneath the
train tracks, Johnson said.
"It wasn't one specific incident
that sparked the idea of the tunnels,
but since [train] safety has been an
ongoing issue, and that the com
munity was well aware of this, it
was thought out," Johnson said.
Initial talks of the pedestrian tun
nels began around 2007, but during
that time it was not known whether
or not this would be for pedestrian
or vehicular use, Pieper said.
"The city was given an estimate
on federal funding, and the funding
would cover a pedestrian tunnel/
overpass, but not a vehicular one,"
Pieper said.
After the pedestrian passage was
chosen, there were only two choic
es to consider: over or under. An
underground tunnel was chosen in
the end, and after the design phase,
it was revealed that federal funding
would cover the tunnel.
According to the university,
phase two of the underground tun
nels is slated to begin this spring,
and finish by fall 2016.
BY ZACH BAILEY

news reporter
zsbaileyl 4@winona.edu

A small memorial has been established at the
Huff Street train track crossing for Derek Brute
with flowers and his jacket. Bute was killed when
he was struck by a train early morning Sunday,
Jan. 17.

JACOB STRIKER

photograper
jstriker14@winona.edu
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Free leadership retreat offers speakers, workshops
W
inona State University will be hosting a
Warriors Leadership Retreat on Jan. 30 to
teach students how to be better leaders in their
career, academics and social groups.
Students are able register for the 7th annual
retreat by today, Wednesday, Jan. 27 for free, the
event features workshops, keynote speakers, as
well as breakfast and lunch for students.
Tracy Rahim, creator of the Warriors Leader
ship Retreat said this year the event is beginning
a week later than usual, but she estimates the
numbers may be different than average.
"Sometimes I know some people have sched
uling conflicts, but I usually average around 150
or so, which is a good number," Rahim said. "Big
enough where, 'wow this is really cool,' but small
enough where you are not like 'holy cow this is
way too big.'"
There had been similar retreats hosted on Wi
nona States west campus with smaller numbers,
but Rahim created this event on main campus in
2009 as part of the official leadership and devel
opment program for all students who may or
may not be involved in the program.
"The morning and early afternoon are mini
workshops led by student leaders here on cam

pus. It's an investment of time, but no money is
invested because I even pay lunch if you're not on
the meal plan." Rahim said.
Brittany Bieber, who will be presenting this
year, said there are different workshops and
speakers offered every year, and the messages are
very interesting.
"The keynote speaker is always way different
and has different leadership styles that you take
out of it. There are different workshops you go
to," Bieber said. "Some are just about being brave,
having confidence in yourself and how to be
more organized as a leader. There is always dif
ferent people so it's always interesting to see what
they have to say."

Keynote speaker Jermaine Davis has been
teaching college students for more than 15 years,
and he received the esteemed student-nominated
College Instructor of the Year Award according

to Winona State's student activities and leader
ship department.
Rahim said Davis is perfect for this event.
"I have seen him present many times. He is re
ally dynamic, gets people excited but always has
a good message. That will close out the day, and
everyone will come back from their workshops
for the keynote presentation." Rahim said.
When students leave the retreat, they gain a
variety of skills under the general branch of lead
ership, whether it be questions to discuss with
friends, interview tips and more aware of what
leadership entails, Rahim said.
"I think for some, they walk away with some
concrete skills. In the past I have had interview
tips and skills. Students who have gone to that
have really walked away with 'I know how to
really nail an interview,' which is great," Rahim
said. "Other times other things they can get out is
things to think about, whether its questions they
have they want to seek out later or opportunities
to have discussions with their friends or room
mates or whatnot."
The retreat gives students skills, aids in stu
dents' careers, and adds leadership skills to a
resume, Rahim added.
Continued on page 5, see Leadership.

SECURITY INCIDENTS
A Quad RA confiscat
ed marijuana from a
resident. The matter
was referred to hall
director and the
conduct officer.

JAN. 6 • JAN. 12#

A fire alarm
activation was
reported in Lourdes
Hall. A faulty dehumidifier was the
source.

JAN. 13

Custom Alarm
reported a fire
alarm in
Wabasha Hall. A
basement motor
had "blown."
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A student in
Prentiss Hall was
ill and transported
via ambulance.
The hall director
was notified.

JAN. 15

Several students were
found in possession of
alcohol in Prentiss Hall
and Richards Hall. The
matters were referred to
the hall director.

An ill student was
transported to the
hospital via ambu
lance from Maria
Hall. The hall direc
tor was notified.

• JAN. 16# JAN. 17

A student reported his
laptop was taken from
Somsen Hall. The
matter was referred to
the director of security
and IT.

A student was found
possessing alcohol
in Lourdes Hall. The
matter was referred
to the hall director.

A student reported
wanting to hurt herself.
She was transported
to WCMH by Winona
Police. The hall director
was notified.

JAN. 18

An intoxicated
Morey-Shepard resi
dent was transported
to WCMH via ambu
lance. The hall direc
tor was notified.

A request was made
by Winona Police to
assist in locating a
missing non-student
female. She was later
found bv police.

Security discovered a
damaged glass door
on the north side of
the Performing Arts
Center. The matter was
referred to facilities.

Student Senate continues weekly meetings, discussions

W

inona State University's Student
Senate will now meet at 5 p.m.
on Wednesdays in the Purple Rooms of
Kryzsko Commons. To submit an inquiry
to the meeting contact Student Senate at
StudentSenate@winona.edu.
The Winonan aims to keep the student

Leadership, continued from page 4.
"Being able to say I participated in formalized leadership
development on campus whether it's just attending the retreat
or participating in an actual program that I do, I know has
actually gotten students jobs," Rahim said. "They have come
back and told me, because I had that on my resume, I got
asked about it, and my manager said, 'You have the training to
be a great leader. I am going to hire you instead of these other
people."'
Bieber, an elementary education student, said the skills she
has learned from the retreat will be used later in her career as
well.

body informed on their senators and the
legislation they are working on. Pick up
the next issue of the Winonan for a full
update on the new semester with Student
Senate.
-Winonan Staff

THIS WEEK IN WINONA
Wellness Wednesday:
How to Spot a Loser Lover
Time: 3 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex, room 138
ContactJ<a^
Art Exhibit: Medium Resolution
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Hall
Watkins Gallery
Contact: Roqer Boulav, rboula^@winona.edu
Karaoke
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Place: Winona Bowl
526 Cottonwood Dr.
Contact: Winona Bowl, 507-452-1111

"Eventually I want to be a principal so at some point I think
all this leadership has really put me into wanting to be that
top leadership at a school." Bieber said.
As the current UPAC director, Bieber also said in years
previous she enjoyed the event and through it she has learned
how anyone can become a leader.
"This will be my third year attending, but this is my first
year to present," Bieber said. "I think anyone can be a better
leader, and I think even if you're not wanting to be a leader,
it also helps you just grow as a person. I think it can benefit
anyone."
But just because the event helps students gain new skills,
Rahim said it is also fun for students, who usually tell her
they wish they had more than one day at the event. Rahim
said students have told her when leaving the event that they
thought it was "awesome" and it gave them more to think
about than they though.

BY ANNE KOOIKER
news reporter

s

Music Education Workshop
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Place: Preforming Arts Center
Room 159
Contact^s^bethJUBi^^
Women's Tennis vs. Carleton College
Time: 2 p.m.
Place: Winona State University
Tennis Courts
^^^^ontact^ran^^aH^jwallgwinon^du^^^
Healthy Monday: Meditation 101
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex
Room 138
^ontactM<ath^r^HansenJ<aehanse^
Anthropocene exhibit
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Hall
Watkins Gallery
Contact: Roger Boulav, rboulay@winona.edu

hkooikerl 3@winona.edu
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Health and wellness services announces
spring healthy programming opportunities
N

ew waves of health events are slated to occur
at Winona State University.
Beginning Monday, Jan. 25, health and wellness
services started hosting healthy Mondays, well
ness Wednesdays and health huts, sponsored by
the student health and wellness advocates club.
Kathryn Hansen, health and wellness promo
tion coordinator, is in charge of scheduling the
specific presentations to cover for each event
based on the campus calendar.
The healthy Monday and wellness Wednesdays
topics have been scheduled since the beginning
of the semester. Hansen said the program struc
ture of the health events is the same as last semes
ter, but the presentations and topics are constant
ly updated with new information and delve into
new topics.
"This semester new topics will include OERC
[outdoor education and recreation center] gear
demo, sexual assault awareness month, financial
health, the power of buying local, pedestrian and
bicycle safety and an expert panel on contracep
tive options," Hansen said.
Hansen said healthy Mondays and wellness

Wednesdays are both well attended, but the most
popular topics include sexual health, alcohol or
drug education and stress management. Both
events are hour-long presentations on various
health topics covering all seven dimensions of
wellness.
"They are interactive sessions in which partici
pants walk away with new suggestions, skills and/
or tools to further their own personal journey of
wellness," Hansen said.
Besides healthy Mondays and wellness Wednes
days, health huts are also part of the health events
scheduled for this semester that began last semes
ter.
"Health huts are a series of weekly awareness
events to discover more about wellness at Wino
na State, connection to campus and community
wellness resources," Hansen said.
Hansen said the health and wellness staff works
closely with the student presenters and expert
faculty presenters to ensure the most accurate
and up-to-date information is provided to stu
dents, and the learning objectives for the presen
tation are met.

"The presenters are all trained peer educators
or expert faculty staff with training in health
communication, referral skills and empathy as
fellow Winona State warriors," Hansen said.
Hansen said the presentations are designed to
be interactive and provide students ample oppor
tunity to practice engaging in healthy behaviors
as much as a topic area may support.
"To effectively change behavior, efforts need to
not only target knowledge of a topic or behav
ior, but also must target ones attitude towards a
behavior and one's skill to perform the desired
behavior," Hansen said.
The student health and wellness advocates club
also play a role in the organization and planning
of the events by providing feedback on the topics
to cover each semester, Hansen said.
During the spring semester of 2016, health and
wellness services expecting a higher attendance
than last semester, Hansen said.
SARA TIRADOSSI
news reporter

stiradossil 3@winona.edu

Students turn MLK Jr. day into day of service
W

inona State University students had the
day off Monday, Jan. 18 in honor of Martin
Luther King Jr., and in accordance with this day, a
forum hosted in East Hall of Kryzsko Commons
called the "American Democracy Project: Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Service."
The forums speaker was Dr. Kara Lindaman, a
political science professor at Winona State.
According to the organization, the American
Democracy Project is an initiative that multiple
campuses are a part of. Their goal is to take the
next generation of citizens and prepare them for
democracy. Winona State happens to be one of
the 250 colleges to participate in this project.
According to the American Democracy Project,
the Martin Luther King Day of service is a day for
Americans from all walks of life to work with one
another to solve our nations high-priority issues.
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This day of service became a federal holiday in
1983, according to American Democracy Project.
To prepare Winona State students for
democracy, this year s forum was focused on a
major issue in which most students are immersed
within: economic inequality.
Students had the choice to either participate
online or in person for this particular forum.
Student Taylor Fish, 19, attended the forum
online. Fish said the forum allowed students to
share their ideas.
"This forum was a lot about our ideas as far as a
lot of major decisions that are going on right now,
like where we [students] are putting our money
and what kind of things we are deciding to invest
in, whether it be education or helping those that
are in need right now," Fish said.
Fish said Dr. Lindaman did a phenomenal job

of letting the students that participated in the
forum discuss why they thought or understood
something a certain way.
"She did a really great job of allowing us all to
have opinions and bringing up questions that
were important to just dig deeper and really
understand why we felt the way that we did," Fish
said.
The feedback will be used for the Public
Voice conference in Washington D.C. in
May. According to Public Voice, they are an
organization that pursues topics issues ranging
from privacy and freedom of expression to
consumer protection.
BY MIRANDA COULTHARD
news reporter

mcoulthardl 3@winona.edu

Abby Peschges: Profile of an aspiring editor
bby Peschges, a graduate stu.dent and assistant at Winona
State University, shared how her
opportunities and experiences on
campus helped her shape what she
aspires to do in the future.
Peschges described herself as in
decisive when listing all the majors
she considered during her under
graduate degree.
She started as a social work ma
jor, because foster care has always
been important to her. However,
after looking at the classes, Peschges
did not think she could emotion
ally handle the job, but is still very
passionate about helping children
in the foster care system. She close
ly follows Together We Rise, a
non-profit organization whose goal
is to improve the lives of children in
foster care by raising money.
She also considered a recreation
tourism and therapeutic recreation
(RTTR) major for a while. She then
declared an English major with in
tentions of also declaring a psychol
ogy minor. Peschges had hoped to
edit psychology textbooks, because
she has always loved the subject and
the topic of power dynamics and
where power is placed.
Peschges finally declared a dou
ble major in English literature and
language and creative writing, and
graduated with her undergraduate
degree in May of 2014.
While working toward under
graduate degree, Peschges wrote
for The Winonan. For a semester
she wrote an "Ask Abby" column,
and later wrote mainly news stories.

Peschges became the copy editor for
the paper, a position she served in
for a year and a half.
"We would celebrate when there
was a reason to use an oxford com
ma," Peschges said about her favorite
aspect of editing articles.
Currently, she is a graduate stu
dent in the English literature and
language program. She is also
working as the graduate assistant to
Director of Communications An
drea Northam.
Peschges started working in the
communications office as a staff
writer, writing press releases in
the spring of her junior year, after
writing an article for The Winonan
about President Olson.
Then she became the lead student
writer for a year, and was offered
a graduate assistant position and
decided to stay at Winona State for
her Master s degree.
She said writing press releases
is different than writing one's own
stories or poems, but she enjoyed
getting the chance to work with
marketing and promotion.
She also said she found writing
press releases to be similar to writ
ing articles for The Winonan be
cause they are both about finding
a hook and how to spin a story or
event to get others interested about
it.
As the graduate assistant, Peschges s main task is gathering the infor
mation for, writing and sending out
the Winona State update everyday.
Continued on page 8, see
Peschges.

Graduate student and assistant Abby Peschges
shows off the book cover she helped design for
Satori 2015.

EMMA MASUILEWICZ
photographer
emasuilewiczl 4@winona.edu
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Peschges, continued from page 7.
Her favorite aspect of her current job is workshopping with undergraduate student workers to
create the best material they can, which connects
back to Peschges's interest in editing and publish
ing. Peschges aspires to work in publishing and
editing, and eventually get her Master of Fine
Arts degree in poetry.
In 2013, during her junior year, Peschges got
involved with the campus literary magazine,
Satori, which students receive course credit for
participating in.
"Its not just for the English department,"
Peschges said regarding Satori. "It's for the whole
campus; it's free to students and I think it offers a
good opportunity."
Peschges worked on Satori's staff for three

years. During her first year, she volunteered as
the art and design editor and worked with the
editor-in-chief on the layout of the magazine.
The following year she was the poetry editor.
Last year, she took Satori as an independent
study as a graduate assistant and went headfirst
into teaching herself how to use InDesign as the
editor-in-chief.
The sustainability committee made donations
to Satori to aid in the magazine being printed on
recycled paper for the 2015 edition.
"I loved last year; it was so much fun," Peschges
said. "I'm really excited that we used recycled paper for the magazine, I wanted to see us making
For Peschges, the most challenging aspect of
being editor-in-chief for Satori was not getting to

create the book exactly the way she wanted,
"Not getting my way to complete my vision
for the book," Peschges said. "But that's how the
world is."
Peschges expressed how her favorite aspect of
being part the process of publishing Satori was
having a physical representation of all the hours
of work put in.
"I made this," Peschges said. "It's like being a
parent."
Satori is currently accepting student submissions of poetry, prose and photography until Feb.
14, and submissions can be sent to:
SatoriEditors@winona.edu.

I^HL
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dscottl2@winona.edu

Jason Ramey showcases 3D art
O

n Jan. 20, Jason Ramey hosted an artist talk,
showcasing his exhibition "Medium Res
olution" in Winona State University's Watkins
Gallery. During his talk, he explained where he
started out, his journey through his work and
where he plans to go in the future.
Ramey is originally from a small town in In
diana. He did his undergrad work at the Herron
School of Art and Design in Indianapolis and
moved on to receive his Master of Fine Arts de
gree from University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The works showcased in "Medium Resolution"
include Ramey's creations of wood furniture as
well as 3D printing. Through these pieces he ex
plores different living spaces inhabited by differ
ent people.
"Medium Resolution" was a step into a new
direction for Ramey. Within the last year he has
been working with 3D printing and exploring
a new medium of art. Using a structure sensor
laser scanner and a 3D printer, he uses programs
like Form Z, Mudbox, Autodesk Fusion 360 and
Meshmixer to create his pieces.
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"This has shown me that there is a place for this
technology in my work," Ramey said. "While I
don't know exactly where this will lead, it is an
exciting time for me as I am constantly learning
new programs and processes."
Ramey's experimentation with a variety of me
diums shows young and aspiring artists at Wino
na State how exploration in art can improve their
work and give it a new feel.
"Since building my 3D printer, I have been on
the machine constantly," Ramey said. "I feel that
one can always benefit from doing something
they are not completely comfortable with."
Senior Nica Foltz was intrigued by Ramey's use
of digital mediums.
"He has access to a lot of interesting and differ
ent technologies that I don't think is very com
mon," Foltz said.
A well-received piece amongst many students
at the reception was "Mantel," a 3D printed work
depicting a woman connected to a fireplace man
tel by the back of her head.
"It's just an interesting take on a person and

how they can be literally connected to the wall,"
junior Jordan McNurlin said.
Ramey's artist talk showed students and faculty
his processes in creating his work and the stories
that were held within them. Some of his work
seemed to make furniture more functional or
convenient, while other pieces showed the story
behind the person utilizing that furniture.
"He seems so connected to his pieces," Foltz
said. "There are some artists who just kind of
make their work and that's it. But with Jason, you
really see some good connections."
Watkins Hall's last visiting artist of the year will
be Kathleen Hawkes, featuring her photographic
and digital media pieces. It will be displayed up
stairs in the Weber Gallery, and the reception and
talk will be held Feb. 10.

BYGINA SCOn
features writer
gscottl 2@winona.edu

Behind the Scenes: Rush Week
G

reek life comes with its stereotypes: the
partying.. .and mostly just the partying.
Rush Week may seem like a week of sending
out the Greek "bat signal" to all new students
who fit the fraternity or sorority "type." However,
most of the Greek organizations at Winona State
University are working to attract a variety of stu
dents and combat the Greek stereotypes during
Rush Week.
"We try and break the negative stereotypes
of Greek life by planning our Rush Week events
based around that goal," Chris Wehr, president of
Sigma Tau Gamma (STG), said.
This extends to their selection of new members.
"Our group of guys...[are] very diverse in
majors, age and interests, so we don't look for just
one type of guy," Wehr said.
The sororities on campus also try to remain
unbiased while recruiting new members.
"We don't really try to go for a certain group
of people," Andrea Holland, treasurer and ASO
representative of Phi Theta Chi (PTC), said.
President of PTC Joleen Donovan agreed with
Holland.
"It's more of just welcoming anyone and every
one who wants to join," Donovan said. "If they
give us a chance, we give them a chance."
The Greek organizations on campus plan a
week of activities for Rush Week aimed at attract
ing different types of students.

This spring, Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) had a
free dinner at the Tavern on Jan. 19, poker and
cigars at the TKE house on Jan. 20, and a party
bus on Jan. 21.
PTC held a pajama party on Jan. 19, a game
night on Jan. 20 and made tie blankets as a chari
ty event on Jan. 22.
During a game night on Jan. 20, everyone
circled up for an informal introduction. Attend
ees went around and announced their names,
majors and least favorite food. Answers ranged
from green olives to cat food - the latter being
an inside-joke pertaining to a Greek event where
someone had to eat the feline fare last semester.
The sisters also made grilled cheese for the
event. Making and eating the sandwich is a Rush
Week tradition for PTC.
With such wide-ranging events and foods, the
fraternities and sororities are trying to cast a wide
net when it comes to welcoming new members.
Not every sorority and fraternity has a cap on
their new member bids, so some are free to give
bids to everyone who rushes. PTC and TKE are
two such organizations.
Erik Nelson, President of TKE insisted they
offer bids to "anyone that shows interest."
However, there are a few things the fraternity
watches out for when handing out bids to new
members. One of these things, for example, is if
rushers are simply at the events for free food.

"You can kind of tell some people just come
[for free food], but if you can tell they aren't go
ing to contribute to TKE then we wouldn't extend
them a bid," Nelson said.
Holland also commented on watching out for
non-serious new members.
"We have a set of rules in our constitution and
obviously if they break a lot of our rules, that's
something [that] may cause us to have to ask
them to leave," Holland said.
STG and other organizations are more strict
when it comes to new members, organizing a
recruitment committee to weed out any members
who do not meet the group's standards.
"Our new members are selected by our recruit
ment committee' through a majority vote," Wehr
said. "The committee's job is to seek out out
standing individuals who will truly benefit from
our organization and who will continue to be a
driving factor to keep our organization going.
They look for guys who are dedicated to being a
gentlemen, a good brother and who are dedicated
to their studies."
Despite the stereotypes that accompany Greek
life, the fraternities and sororities on campus
work towards welcoming new members during
Rush Week that will improve their organizations.
BY KAYSEY PRICE

features writer
kpricel 0@winona.edu
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Derek Bute: Profile of a devoted
student, friend, co-worker
O

n the morning of Sunday, Jan. 17, a train
fatally hit Derek Michael Bute, 25, as he
was walking across the Huff Street intersection
near the Winona State University campus. Bute,
a Winona State senior and exercise science major
from Alden, Minnesota, served overseas in
Kuwait as a medic in the National Guard.
Bute was energetic, funny and passionate about
helping others.
Senior Carl Schumann, a friend of Bute's, met
him through classes.
"We were taking a competition-based class
where the highest score would win and Derek
and I would always compete for the top score,"
Schumann said. "Instead of separating, we would
always study together and see who came out with
the best score."
Bute's enthusiasm and competitive spirit was
not only shown through his studies, but also
through his love of spending time with friends.
Schumann recalled an incident where Bute
went the extra mile for him to help him during a
time of need.
"When I got back from Thanksgiving break, I
was locked out of my house and no one else was
there to help me out," Schumann said. "Derek
helped me find a ladder to get me in through the
window."
Schumann also mentioned how Bute would
often discuss his time in the National Guard.
"When he was talking about his training in
Louisiana, he joked about how it was hotter there
than when he was serving overseas," Schumann
said.
Along with talking about his experiences with
the National Guard, Bute also liked talking about
what he was learning as an exercise science
major.
"He loved talking about his studies," Schumann
said. "He wanted to tell people about the things
he was learning."
As a friend, Bute was fun and compassionate.
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25-year-old exercise science student and veteran Derek
Bute was fatally hit by a train Sunday, Jan. 17 on the
railroad tracks crossing Huff Street in Winona.
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

He loved spending time outdoors fishing, and
hiking in the bluffs. He was always inviting
people over to his house to watch movies or play
board games.
"He really enjoyed the presence of his friends,"
Schumann said.
Bailey Possehl, who became good friends with
Bute over the summer, talked about how Bute
was fun to be around.
"He was one of those people who could
brighten up the mood of the room just by
walking in," Possehl said. "He once showed up to
a house party wearing a bow-tie and a suit."
Bute also talked with Possehl about his time in
the National Guard.
"He really took pride in his involvement,"
Possehl said.
Bute, who was a natural leader and extremely
outgoing, loved being active, especially in the
company of his friends.
"If something was a sport, he probably tried

playing it," Possehl said. "He even taught me how
to snowboard."
His caring nature followed Bute in all aspects
of his life. While attending Winona State, Bute
worked at Legacies LLC, which provides services
for adults and children with emotional behavioral
disorders, bipolar or traumatic brain injuries.
One of Bute's co-workers, Joann Johnson,
witnessed his love for helping others first hand.
"He was passionate about the kids he worked
with and the impact he was making on their
lives," Johnson said. "He loved his job."
Johnson and Bute had clients within the same
family and would sometimes have shifts together.
During these shifts, Johnson could see how
friendly and optimistic Bute was.
"Even if you only had a few conversations with
him, you could tell he enjoyed what he was doing
and had big plans and high hopes for the future,"
Johnson said.
Bute also incorporated his background as an
exercise science major into his work with clients
at Legacies LLC.
"If it was a nice day outside, he would want to
bring the kids outside and get them active and
moving around," Johnson said.
Bute's love of staying active could be seen in his
schoolwork as well.
Dr. Phil Appicelli, an exercise science professor,
taught Bute in class and worked with him
last spring during the Young Athlete Training
and Development Program, sponsored by the
department.
Dr. Appicelli was captivated by Bute's
dedication to his education and his abilities as a
role model.
"The kids really looked up to him," Dr.
Appicelli said. "He would challenge them, but
still made sure they were having fun."
While in class, Bute was just as enthusiastic
about learning as he was about life.
"He was the complete package that a professor

looks for in a student taking their courses," Dr.
Appicelli said. "He worked hard and played hard."
Bute's professor and faculty advisor Dr. Erin
White also saw how eager Bute was to learn.
"I first met him in a 200-level class and on the
first day, he was ready to go with his notebook
open, and was sitting in the front row," Dr. White
said. "He was always ready to participate in class."
Bute was planning on becoming a physicians
assistant, a career that Dr. Appicelli said he would
have been great at doing. Bute was taking ad
ditional courses to prepare for an internship or
graduate school, according to Dr. White.
For those who knew him, Bute was a generous,
talented and energetic young man who loved
helping people and dedicated his life to doing so.
As a friend, he was goof/ and kind. As a student,
he was dedicated and eager to learn new things.
Bute was a member of the Winona State commu
nity and had a passion for helping others and he
shared this passion with everyone he met.
"He was a good kid that will be missed," Dr.
White said.
BY ELIZABETH PULANCO
features writer / copy editor
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Exercise science major Derek Bute (bottom row, far Left) and other students
majoring in health. Senior Carl Schumann (bottom row, far right) remembers
Bute as a supportive friend and classmate.

epulanco12@winona.edu
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Artist discusses Native American activism
V

isual artist, poet and teacher
Gabrielle Wynde Tateyuskanskan of the Sisseton Wahpeton
Dakota Nation gave a speech titled
"Confronting the Conscience of
America through the Dakota Arts"
in East Hall on Wednesday, Jan.
20. Tateyuskanskan discussed the
importance of Native American
activists and artists, and their con
tribution to education of non-native
people about their communitys
struggles in the past and present.
"There are grave consequences
for humans if history is not told,"
Tateyuskanskan said.
Tateyuskanskan stressed the
importance of not letting coloni
zation fade into history. She talked
about how schools teach history in
a one-sided way, and how it indoc
trinates the stereotypes of Native
American people as savages and
inhuman to young people, both Na
tive American and non-native.
"Peace is our heritage," Tateyus
kanskan said.
According to Tateyuskanskan,
there is a law still in place today
which bans Dakota people from
Minnesota lands. Even though it is
not enforced, this law of segrega
tion has been around since the early
1860s.
"Nobody should be told it hap
pened in the past and to get over it,"
Tateyuskanskan said.
Tateyuskanskan said the tragic
history of Dakota people should not
be covered up, and Americans do
not know Native American history.
"The Doctrine of Discovery must
be talked about in schools," she said.
The Doctrine of Discovery took
lands away from Native Americans
because they were not Christian
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people, and only Christian people
could own land.
According to Tateyuskanskan,
public knowledge must happen
before change is possible.
Tateyuskanskan said she wish
es non-native people would listen
to the aspirations of the Dakota
communities and acknowledge the
injustice they have faced.
"Knowing history allows you to
create a better vision for the future,"
Tateyuskanskan said.
Tateyuskanskan is working on
a project called Mothers Against
Injustice. It will aim to educate
tribal people on the reality of police
brutality and racial profiling they
face. It will also strive for advocating
the establishment of community
trust of Native American people and
to bring attention to unfair police
practices.
"People must acknowledge injus
tice and repair it," Tateyuskanskan
said.
Tateyuskanskans personal artwork
was exhibited in the KEAP Diversity
Center, including two traditional
Dakota garments, a knife sheath and
two watercolor paintings.
A traveling exhibit also came with
her, called "Why Treaties Matter,"
which features an interactive touch
screen and visual images of Native
American history. The exhibit was
setup in the Student Union from
Jan. 11 to Jan. 24.

BY MICHAELA GAFFKE

features writer
mgaffkel2@winona.edu

Gabrielle Wynde Tateyuskanskan presents her
Confronting the Conscience of America through the
Dakota Arts talk as part of the Lyceum Serious at
Winona State Wednesday night.

BY SARAH MURRAY

photographer
smurrayl 2@winona.edu

Haki Madhubuti discusses racial violence
I

t takes pride, precision and patience to become
a world-renowned poet, author, educator and
speaker, but Haki Madhubuti managed to master
it all
Madhubuti spoke with students, faculty and
members of the Winona community on Tuesday,
Jan. 19 in East Hall at Winona State University
to shed light on the racial violence he believes is
hurting America.
Madhubuti used the time he had to work
through many different points about racial
violence in America. Madhubuti explained that
at his age, he has seen and been through a lot,
almost more than what is believable.
"I don't have any reason to lie, at 73 [years old]
I've been around the world," Madhubuti said.
Madhubuti has shared his past experiences and
insight all over the United States.
"I've spoken in every state across the states
except North Dakota, South Dakota, Alaska and
Hawaii," Madhubuti said.
Madhubuti explained his thoughts and per
sonal opinions on specific racial violence cases
recently effecting America.
Madhubuti honed in on the shooting of Tamir

Rice, an 11 year-old boy from Cleveland. Rice
was shot and killed by police while playing with a
toy gun in a city park. Madhubuti was astonished
to find out neither one of the officers were found
guilty after the trial.
"I could not understand how this could hap
pen. Why are these bullets coming at us at this
time?" Madhubuti said.
Madhubuti s main question aims at figure
out how racial violence became such a norm in
America. The question is frustrating for those
who are wondering what they possibly could
have done to receive this treatment.
"What did we do to be at the bottom and to
receive this type of treatment? What did we do
to elicit this type of response to our children?"
Madhubuti asked.
Madhubuti was very shaken by this crime. He
believes it was totally unnecessary and complete
ly preventable if the police would have taken
more careful consideration when analyzing the
situation. Madhubuti felt the need to start re
cording his thoughts on these nearly indescrib
able events.
"I got up at 4:30 every morning for 90 days to

write," Madhubuti said.
Madhubuti believes that to stop this violence,
people need to be courageous and strong-willed.
A few people with driven minds have everything
needed to take action and begin to put an end to
the violence.
Madhubuti believes the most important char
acteristic a person needs is courage.
"Unconditional courage, when you go up
against an empire, you have got to have courage,"
Madhubuti said.
Students who attended Madhubutis presenta
tion were very interested in the points.
"It was an eye opening experience, I am speech
less to be completely honest," first-year student
Jessica Peterson said.
Madhubuti offered new insights on the violence
he believes is distorting America. He challenged
everyone to have the courage to act now and
stand up to stop the violence.

BY MADISON BOWE

features writer
mbowel4@winona.edu

Winona Chamber Music performs winter concert
W
inona State University's music department
started off the semester with a concert
featuring Chamber Music Winona, led by Don
ald Lovejoy. The ensemble contained 17 instru
mentalists, eight of which are faculty members of
Winona State, including featured soloist Deanne
Mohr, a piano professor in the music department.
The concert included three pieces: Igor Stravin
sky's "Octet for Winds," Colin McPhee's "Concer
to for Piano and Wind Octet" and "Cityscapes"
by Winona State alumnus Jake Runestad.
"The 'Octet for Winds' is a difficult but stan
dard piece," Lovejoy said.
This piece has been generally regarded as the
beginning of neoclassicism in Stravinsky's music,
as stated in the program. Neoclassicism is when
formal chordal structures are used with 20th
century music and the melodies played on top of
them, as well as switching up rhythm throughout

the piece to throw off the audience.
"It gives a different sense of excitement.. .and
terror too," Lovejoy said about the piece.
In his "Concerto for Piano and Wind Octet,"
McPhee followed in Stravinsky's neoclassical
footsteps and continued to create more strident
pieces with the same idea by using chromatic
harmonies.
"I really liked how he combined the piano with
the wind octet... [there were] points where the
two were equally important and where the piano
was obviously meant to be the solo," Lovejoy said.
Mohr, who has a doctorate in piano perfor
mance, joined the ensemble for this concerto.
"[It is] kind of obscure music that deserves to
be played... [it is] challenging for the ensemble
as well as the audience," Mohr said.
Jake Runestad, a former student of Winona
State's music department, wrote the final piece of

the concert, "Cityscapes."
"The whole piece is built around the concept of
cities reminding [Runestad] of me," Lovejoy said.
This concert was only the second time Runestad's piece has been performed since the celebra
tion of Lovejoy's 10 years as a Winona State facul
ty member, which was also his fifth year working
with Chamber Music Winona. The program
contains Runestad's notes on the piece, as well
as how Lovejoy influenced him. It also contains
three poems about Minneapolis, Winona and
Chicago, which were used as inspiration for the
three movements of the piece.

BY LAUREN SANER

features writer
lsanerl2@ winona.edu
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Letter to the Editor: An Extra Ordinary Story of an Ordinary Girl
I am doing my masters in Leadership education
in Winona State University. It wasn't an easy way
from Bangladesh to Winona. Convincing my
family and relatives to allow me to come to Unit
ed States to pursue my higher studies was very
difficult. But finally I convinced them and came
to Winona State University.
It was a LONG journey from Bangladesh to
Winona. Took almost 43 hours to reach Wino
na. I reached Winona in August 2013. The real
challenge was understanding the culture, ad
justing with the food. But everyone was VERY
helpful and supportive. I fell in love with Winona
on my first day when I went for a walk beside
the lake and people smiled at me asked me how
am I doing and some asked me that if I need any
guidance.
In my first semester I was the only internation
al graduate student who was enrolled in WSU
who did not do her undergrad from USA. Fortu
nately, I had an awesome roommate Emily in my
dorm who was very supportive. Then I started
applying for on campus jobs and for that time my
dream job was to become graduate assistant in
my department. So I applied for that. On my in
terview day I didn't even have a proper dress for
interview. It was almost an hour-long interview.
Then I was waiting, and waiting, for the result.
Finally Dr. Howman, Dr. Waterbury, Dr. Morrow
and Nadia said yes to me and I joined as a gradu
ate assistant in leadership education department.
This was a very big achievement for me. They
waived my tuition and also gave me a stipend
for my living expense. Then gradually I started

involving with clubs and volunteer activities.
After a year I became a student senate of Wi
nona State. This was my one more achievement.
Started working on improving Winona State stu
dents life. Every week participating in meetings
and giving my ideas Saying T as supporting with
the motions in the meeting and student senate
president Josh Hanson listening to my opinion
was like a dream.
When all this was happening in my life, a
BIG change came in my life. I was elected as a
treasurer in Minnesota State University Student
Association. This was the first time in Winona's
history that an international student was elect
ed in MSUSA. This organization is a voice of all
college students in Minnesota. Everyone in my
department and international office of Winona
State said they were proud of me.
I also started a program where international
students will be connected with the community
people and share culture and love. This will make
the bonding stronger among Winona State and
county people.
I am thankful to all my friends, the faculty,
President Olson, VP McDowell, Dean Portman, Director of International Services Kemale,
everyone in MSUSA, my dad Saif, mom Naheed,
my sister Saira and Siene, my brother in law and
grandma Lorena.
Winona made an ordinary girl extra ordinary.
Before coming to Winona I always thought that
dreams are to be watched while sleeping but now
I know dreams come true.
Winona is and will always be my first home in

USA and I would love to spend the rest of my life
in Winona.
I promise to people of Winona county that I
will always be there whenever they need me. I
love you all.
Sabah Haq
SHaq14@winona.edu
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Men's basketball 7-7 in conference play after weekend

T

he Winona State University men's basket
ball team went 1-1 last week, losing to No. 2
Augustana University and defeating Wayne State
College.
The Warriors moved to 7-7 in conference.
"Our approach to this weekend was much im
proved," senior forward Mark Blacklock said.
The Warriors fell to Augustana at home on
Friday 75-62.
Junior forward Kyle Bauman matched a ca
reer-high in points with 25 on 12-of-17 shooting
to accompany six rebounds.
Winona State jumped out to a quick 4-0 lead
following buckets from Bauman and Blacklock.
Junior guard Riley Bambenek followed with a
3-pointer of his own to build a 7-3 lead two min
utes into the contest.
A Viking layup would give Augustana a 10-9
lead, an advantage in which they did not forfeit.
Augustana used a 13-4 run to take a 29-19 lead
with 1:59 to go in the first half. Back-to-back
buckets from Bauman narrowed the lead to eight
late in the half, but a Viking 3-pointer moved the
score 34-23 at the half.
A quick 3-pointer from Augustana was an
swered by a Winona layup from Blacklock to
begin the second half.
Charlie Koontz cut the deficit to nine with a
layup to bring the score 53-44. On the ensuing
possession, Bambenek made a 3-pointer that cut
the lead to six, but Augustana went on a 5-0 run
that stopped the Warrior momentum. Augustana
eventually sealed the game with a 75-62 win.
Bambenek ended with eight points, six re
bounds, six assists as well as a block and a steal.
"We cant just show up," Winona State head
coach Todd Eisner said. "We need to come to
play on a consistent basis."
Winona State shot 50 percent (28-of-56) com
pared to 42 percent from Augustana (27-of-64)
from the field, and outrebounded the Vikings by
a 40-30 margin.
The Warriors used a solid shooting perfor
mance in a home victory against Wayne State
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BRIANNA MURPHY
Junior Isaiah Gray finishes a layup against Augustana Friday in Winona. The
Vikings defeated the Warriors 75-62.

College Saturday in Winona.
Winona State shot 33-of-58 (57 percent) from
the field, including a 17-of-26 (65 percent) per
formance in the second half against the Wildcats.
Blacklock scored a season-high with 18 points
on 9-of-13 shooting.
With the score locked 6-6, the Warriors went
on a 20-0 run assisted by consecutive 3-pointers
from Nick Arenz and Bambenek.
Wayne State answered right away with a 21-8
run of their own to bring the score 34-27 with
1:30 to go in the half. A 3-pointer from the Wild
cats matched a Conrad Masberg 3-pointer, and
Winona State led 39-32 at half.
The second half begun with a 19-6 Winona
State spurt with every basket coming from inside
the paint.
The Wildcats would go on an 8-0 run, but it
was instantly followed by an 8-0 run from Wino
na, and the Warriors would seal the game with

photographer
bmurphyl4@winona.edu

an 84-63 win.
The Warriors took a 41-27 rebound advan
tage and recorded 13 assists compared to six by
Wayne State.
Masberg had 15 points while Corey Jeffs scored
12 and Bauman had 10.
"It was good to come out and finally put some
one away," Masberg said.
Eisner said he hopes the win will give the team
confidence going forward.
Winona State (8-10, 7-7 NSIC) has a pair of
road games this week at Bemidji State on Friday
and Minnesota Crookston on Saturday.

BY REID PETERS

sports reporter
rpeters 14@winona.edu

Gymnastics drop second consecutive meet
T

he Winona State University gymnastics team
traveled to St. Peter, Minnesota on Tuesday,
Jan. 19 to compete against Gustavus Adolphus
College. The Warriors fell to Gustavus by a few
tenths of a point with a final score of 180.775180.300.
"The frustrating thing about this meet was that
we had another record-setting vault to start the
meet off and we had the best bars scores of the
season, so the first two events went really well,"
Winona State head coach Beckie Rolbiecki said.
Winona State outscored the Gusties on vault,
with six of the Warriors scoring above a 9.000.
Sophomores Eboni Jackson and Taylor Lewis both scored 9.500s. Senior Jade Donaldson
scored a 9.475, first-year Alyssa Carroll recorded
a 9.375, senior Emily Goldeman added a 9.300
and junior Joanna Reale scored a 9.125 to round
out the event.
The Warriors outscored Gustavus on the
uneven bars as well, 45.200-43.550. Sophomore
Katie Pipp won the event with a score of 9.375
while senior Olivia Cattelino added a 9.350 and
Jackson a 9.200.
Sophomore Katie Carling led the Warriors on
the floor exercise scoring a 9.450, while Carroll
wasn't far behind with 9.325.
Rolbiecki said the beam was the event which
caused the Warriors to narrowly miss the win.

Jackson was the only Winona State gymnast to
score above a 9 on the beam with a 9.425.
Rolbiecki added how having several falls on
beam meant they were handing points to the
other team.
"We had completely uncharacteristic performances across the board," Rolbiecki said.
Rolbiecki said the loss was hard for the team to
take in.
"It was a harsh reality check. At that moment
I was very disappointed in our performance and
the girls as well, but it's been a good turning point
for our awareness and our attitude and our work
ethic," Rolbiecki said. "Since then weve talked
about it and we know we're a much better team.
We practiced with much more intensity and purpose this week."
Junior Veronica Peterson said the meet was a
good learning experience.
"I don't think we preformed to what we are
capable of at all but we came back from the gym
and learned a lot from the experience," Peterson
said.
According to Rolbiecki, Peterson is a key member of the team and her floor routine is one of the
best the Warriors have.
"We're working on that mental toughness and I
think it's going to come along. I think they know
that they are a much better team than what they

showed," Rolbiecki said.
Rolbiecki said one of the strongest competitors the team has is all-arounder Eboni Jackson.
Jackson did not compete last year but she said
she very excited to out on the floor for the 2016
season.
Jackson said her biggest goal is to be consistent
in sticking all her routines in the all around so
she can help her team get to nationals.
"I think she will only get stronger," Rolbiecki
said.
Peterson said team chemistry has been good
this year but the Warriors have had to adjust to
some changes.
Winona State will travel to UW-La Crosse on
Friday, Jan. 29 for a meet at 6:30 p.m.
"I'm excited to see what we're going to put on
the floor in La Crosse. I think it's going to be a
fired up squad," Rolbiecki said.
Jackson said that she believes the loss against
Gustavus has made the team stronger.
"I always say a minor set back calls for a major
come back so I know we're going to do really well
as a team," Jackson said.
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BY REAGAN JOHNSON
sports reporter

rjjohnsonl2@winona.edu

Warrior tennis seeks rebuilding year after early exit
W
ith only two returnees on this year's Winona State University women's tennis team,
coach Heather Pierce says it's a rebuilding year.
The Warrior's two returners, Justine Daane and
Lauren Willkom, along with transfer student Rachel Gantz from Ashland University, look to lead
the way this year.
After dropping the last nine matches of the
season, including being shutout by Augustana
University in the first round of the NSIC tournament last year, the Warriors are hungry for a win.
Pierce said she is looking forward to the partner
matchup of Gantz and Daane.
"They are both very strong players and they
will compliment each other well," Pierce said.
The Warriors' roster will also feature four first-

years: Melissa Boehmke, Katie Henning, Hattie
Scott and Keara Thiele.
Pierce is very excited about how much potential
the young team has. On Sunday, the Warriors
start off the season against Carleton College. This
is the second season in a row where they will face
the Knights in their opening game.
Last year the Warriors came out of that matchup with a 6-3 loss. Daane is the only player returning this year who played in the match where
she was victorious in both of her games.
Carleton, on the other side, brings back everyone who played in the matchup last year, giving
the Knights roster lots of experience.
Pierce emphasized how the opener against Carleton will be a tough matchup.

"The Warriors need to play their very best in
order to stay competitive," she said.
The Warriors finished the season last year 6-13,
and earned the eighth seed in the playoffs.
Outside of Augustana coming off of their fifth
straight NSIC conference championship, the
conference is very tight and competitive. The
Warriors are looking to move up in the standings
from last year and advance in the postseason.
The Warriors will play at home against Carleton
next Sunday at 2 p.m. before heading off to North
and South Dakota back-to-back weekends,
JfB*
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sports reporter

sellingsonl5@-winona.edu
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Warriors women sweep pair of weekend matchups
A
fter suffering their second loss of the season,
the Winona State University women's bas
ketball team has not trailed in a game since. It has
been 120 game minutes since the Warriors have
been behind an opponent on the scoreboard.
"I think the loss helped us re-focus," assistant
coach Ana Wurtz said. "It was nice to see that we
gained some confidence back on the offensive
end that night, but were reminded that we need
to have that focus on both ends of the floor in
order to get wins in this league."
On Friday, the Warriors hosted Augustana
University (14-5, 8-5 NSIC). By the first media
timeout, all Winona State starters had scored and
the team held a 19-4 lead.
Five points by Tara Roelofs capped off a 13-0
run for the Warriors before extending their run
30-2. Winona State led 42-20 into halftime.
The Warriors held Augustana to 23 percent
shooting in the first half and Connor Nagle post
ed 11 first-half points for Winona State.
The Warriors' lead never got below 20 points
throughout the second half as they ended up
with a 73-49 victory. Roelofs led the way with
16 points and four steals. Alexis Foley added 14
points, five rebounds and four assists while Nagle
put in 14 points and two steals.
Kayla Timmerman put in 10 points while pull
ing down 14 rebounds while Hannah McGlone
chipped in 10 points and 11 rebounds.
On Saturday, the Warriors scored the first nine
points of the game and led the first quarter 16-2.
Nagle converted her second 4-point play of the
weekend with 2:34 to play in the second quarter,

giving the Warriors a 28-14 lead.
The Wildcats outscored Winona State 22-17 in
the third before a technical foul was issued on
the Wayne State head coach. Roelofs hit both free
throws to give Winona State a four-point lead
with less than a minute to go in the third.
A 12-0 run capped off by a layup by Foley al
lowed the Warriors to jump out to a 16-point lead
and finish with a 63-49 victory.
The Warriors, who lead the NSIC in scoring de
fense, limited their opponent to 49 points for the
second consecutive game. Wayne State connected
on 31 percent (16-of-51) of its shots. Winona
State shot 38 percent (23-of-60).
Foley led the team with 17 points to go along
with three rebounds and two assists. Roelofs
added 14 points, three rebounds and four assists,
McGlone brought down 10 rebounds, while Timmerman grabbed nine of her own.
The weekend also featured an alumni game
where former players met the players and their
families. Head coach Scott Ballard said this event
"brought back a lot of memories for them and
their families."
"It is always good for our current players to
meet and show their appreciation to our alum
that laid a foundation of opportunity and success
for them to build on," Ballard said.
Winona State (19-2, 12-2 NSIC) will travel to
compete against Bemidji State and Minnesota
Crookston on Friday and Saturday, respectively.
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Junior Tara Roelofs drives to the basket against Wayne State
Saturday in Winona. Roelofs scored 14 points as Winona
State moved 19-2 overall with a 63-49 victory.

EMMA MASIULEWICZ
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BY VICTORIA LARSON
sports reporter
vlarsonl 4@winona.edu

Track and field wins two events over weekend
T

he Winona State University women's track
and field team won two events during the
second day of the MSU Open and Multi at the
Minnesota State University campus in Mankato
on Saturday.
On the first day, senior Jordan Paschke claimed
the 3000-meter run, taking first with a finishing
time of 10:14.93, the third-best time in program
history. Sophomore Raissa Hansen chipped in
a third place finish with a time of 10:27.69, the
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fifth-best time all-time. Sophomore McKenzie
Fortier finished fourth in 10:51.33.
Sophomore Olivia Fixsen took second place in
the high jump section of the pentathlon with a
height of five feet, one and three-quarter inches.
Sophomore Kaitlyn Long came in second place
in the weight throw with a toss of 66 feet, four
inches while senior teammate Abbey Ristow fol
lowed with a toss of 55 feet, five inches.
On the second day, the Warriors took the top

three spots in the shot put. The winner of the
event, sophomore Ashley Thooft, made a toss of
44 feet, six and a quarter inches.
"Going in, I just wanted to focus on my foot
work," Thooft said. "It feels great to see all the
technique come together from practice. Every
meet is more opportunity for us to compete
against ourselves. It's been going well, since we're
a really close team trying to push each other."
Continued on page 20, see Track.

In the peanut gallery..
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly and
constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week.
Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

Recently, the NBAs Orlando Magic and Toronto Raptors played a regular season game in London. This week, Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel voice
their opinions about whether or not American sports should send a team overseas. Lets talk about it...
(Recap by Sam Thiel)

This week's topic: Going global; should American teams follow?
For years, American sports have
dominated the national aspect. But it
wasn't until a few years ago that the game
went international, when the NFL played a
game in London.
Last week, basketball became the latest
sport to play a regular season game
overseas, with the Orlando Magic and the
Toronto Raptors facing off.
The first reason why basketball and
other popular American sports should go
global is because of the increasing fanbase.
While the Olympics feature sports such
as basketball in foreign countries, they
are only held every four years. If I were a
basketball fan in a foreign country, I know
I wouldn't want to wait to watch Steph
Curry and other NBA superstars when
they play in the next Olympics. Millions
of people watch American sports but can't
watch a game in person so team overseas
would make fans very happy.
Finally, American sports should go
overseas because, let's face it, it's time that
the big four American sports (basketball,
baseball, hockey and football) expand and
send a team out of the country. Yes, there
are already a lot of Canadian teams but no
offense, it's Canada. It's right next door.
Wouldn't it be more fun to play a game in
Brazil or Australia? I think so.
To the commissioners of the NBA, MLB,
NFL and NHL, say it with me: Let's go
global!
| BY SAM THIEL
|| sports editor

sthielll@winona.edu

There's a disturbing trend happening
throughout American sports. While I'm
always in favor of people from other
countries playing in America, I can't help
feel a bit confused on why sports like
basketball have to go to London for a
game, like the Magic and Raptors did.
While basketball is one of the most
popular global games, of course with
soccer leading the pack, you have to
question why it's even worth it to go to
a place like London. We already have a
scenario where different sports compete in
a foreign land: the Olympics.
We've seen the NFL increase their
number of games in London each year
since they first started playing there in
2007. There is even a chance that the
Washington Professional Football Team
will play there in consecutive weeks!
I digress from football, because
basketball is more of a global game and
what they're doing is wrong. So I did some
number crunching to see what the costs
might be. A flight from Orlando is eight
hours and can cost over $3,000. A flight
from Toronto is a little over a $1,000 and
is seven hours. That is a ridiculous amount
of money to pay for one game. Once
you factor in the hotel, food costs and
transportation, it isn't worth it.
So, what I say to London is, come to
America and enjoy the teams you have
now.

us on Twitter and let us know

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT
sports reporter

mlambertll @winona.edu
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Track, continued from page 18.
Coach Michael Turgeon said
Thooft continues to get better.
"She's really making great strides,"
he said. "Her technique is kind of a
speed glide, a more German style.
She's gotten a lot more athletic and
stronger in the past year."
In second place, fellow Warrior
Heather Buckler finished second
with a throw of 43 feet, two and a
half inches. This was followed by
weight throwing record holder Kaitlyn Long, whose shot put mark of 42
feet, 11 inches put her in third place.
Junior Megan Seidl was victorious
in the 200-meter dash with a time of
25.47 seconds.
"I try not to focus on placement at
meets, but it feels good," Seidl said.
"There was definitely a larger variety
of teams at this past meet, so it was
fun to have that challenge."
Second place in the triple jump
was junior Andrea Bartz, who
cleared a distance of 37 feet, two and
a quarter inches.

In the 600-meter run, first-year
Kari Schneiss took third with a place
time of 1:41.79.
The 4x400-meter relay comprised
of Seidl, senior Katie Bagley, junior
Ali Skluzacek and sophomore Brit
tany Schyvinck took second place
with a time of 3:58.19, ranked 10th
in program history.
Schneiss said the team's work
ethic is incredible and they are very
passionate.
"Honestly, we train super hard
every week," Schneiss said. "What
helps the most is the endurance
workout. All the girls I train with,
they're the ones pushing me. It's
great to have a passionate team. I
couldn't have chosen a better pro
gram here at Winona."
Winona State will compete at the
Jack Johnson Classic next Friday
and Saturday in Minneapolis at the
University of Minnesota.
BY KILAT FITZGERALD

0BB & PH3QE ° OaOKDQQOo W

sports reporter
kfitzgeraldl 3 @winona.edu
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